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A nonlocal theory for nematic liquid crystals 

H. DEMIRA Y (ISTAMBUL) 

CoNTINUING previous works on the subject and considering the conditions to which liquid 
crystals may be subjected, we present in this work a nonlocal continuum model for nematic 
Jiquid crystals. To this end we first list the balance equations which are applicable to nonlocaJ 
interactions. These are: conservation of mass, balance of linear and angular momenta, con
servation of energy and the entropy inequality. Using these conservation laws and thermo
dynamical restrictions, a set of nonlinear and linear constitutive relations are derived for non
local nematic liquid crystals, and several special cases are discussed. Finally, to illustrate the 
present derivation the solution of shear flow problem and related discussions are presented. 

Przedstawiony w tej pracy nielokalny model kontynualny dla cieklych krysztal6w typu nema
tycznego stanowi kontynuacjct poprzednich prac na ten temat i uwzglctdnia warunki jakim 
mogll bye poddane cielde krysztaly. W tym celu przytacza sict r6wnania zachowania stoso
walne w przypadku oddzialywan nielokalnych. S~ to r6wnania zachowania masy, Pctdu i mo
mentu Pctdu i energii oraz nier6wnosc entropii. Za pom~ tych praw zachowania oraz ogra
niczen termodynamicznych wyprowadzono uldad nieliniowych i liniowych r6wnan stanu dla 
nielokalnych cieldych krysztal6w nematycznych i om6wiono szereg przyldad6w szczeg61nych. 
Dla ilustracji przedstawiono rozwi~nie zagadnienia 8cinania plastycznego wraz z dyskusjl(. 

llpe~CTaBJieHH&H B 3TOA paOOre HeJIOK8JILHlUI KOHTHHYBJILHlUI MO~em. >KH,ttKBX KpiiCT8JIJIOB, 
HeMamt~ecKoro THIIa, coCTaBJmeT npo~oJDKeHIIe npe~I,~zy~IU~X pa6oT Ha 3T'f TCMY 11 yqHTid
BaeT YCJIOBWI, K8IGlM MOryT 6bl"l''o no~epmyTbi ~e KpiiCTaJIJibi. C 3TOA :Qem.IO npiiBO
,!VITCH ypaBHeHWI COxp&HeHWI, DpiiMCWICMbiC B cnyqae HeJIOK8JibHbiX B3811MO~eACTBd. 
3To ypaBHeHWI coxpaueHWI M&CCbi, HMIIYJILe&, MOMeHTa IIMIIYJILCa H 3Hepnm:, a TaJOKe He
paBeaCTBo 38TpOfiHII. C UOMOI:QI>IO 3TIIX saKOHOB COxp8HeBWI 11 TepMO~&MHtlecKIIX orpa
IU(lleud, BBe~eHa CIICTeM8 HemmeifHhiX H JIIIHeifHhiX ypaBHemdi COCTO.RHWI ~ HeJIOKam.
HLIX >f<II.[(KIIX HeM&mqeCKHX lq)IICT8JIJIOB 11 ~eH p~ ti8CTHLIX cnyq&eB. ,I:1)m IIJIJIIOC'l'p8-
I.Unl npe~CTaBJieHO pemeHIIe 38Jlllllll IIJiaCTifllecKOro C~HI'8 COBMecTHO C OOcy>K.QeHIIeM. 

1. Introduction 

BECAUSE of its important technological applications in medicine and electronics, the 
subject of liquid crystals has been extensively studied by several researchers, both from 
the viewpoints of the molecular theory and continuum approximations. After the initial 
approach of 0SEEN [1, 2], ANZELIUS [3] and FRANK [4], in a series of papers ERICKSEN 
[5-7] and LESLIE [8, 9] have proposed a continuum theory of liquid crystals, in which 
the director theory of Ericksen has been utilized. A number of other approaches to the 
subject were made by other authors, e.g. DAVISON [10, 11] MARTIN et al. [12], HELFRICH 
[13, 14], AER.o and BULYGIN [15], LEE and ERINGEN [16, 17] and ERINGEN and LEE [18]. 
An assessment of the subject matter was recently made by STEPHEN and STRA.LEY [19] 
and ERICKSEN [20] where extensive references to the literature on the subject are to be 
found. Each theory has its own merits and a limit of applicability and it hardly seems 
necessary to comment on the nature and the differences of various theories available 
today. 
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214 H. DEMIRAY 

The above-mentioned continuum theories of liquid crystals are based upon the long 
wavelength (or low frequency) approximations (cf. FosTER et al. [21]). In other words, 
these theories, the so-called local theories, do not take into account the long-range inter
molecular forces or phenomena associated with high frequency waves. However, due 
to the feature of places where the liquid crystals are used, in many instances the liquid 
crystals are subjected to high frequency waves and/or electromagnetic forces which are 
of long-range in nature. As pointed out by ERINGEN [22] and DEMIRA Y [23], in such cases 
the local theories of materials, in general, cannot be used to describe the electro-mechanical 
behaviour of the body involved. So that, in such situation the nonlocal theories that 
take long-range effects into account must be developed. As a matter of fact, nonlocal 
effects resulting from long-range intermolecular forces and short time effects are briefly 
touched on in the papers by OsEEN [2] and FosTER [21]. 

As a sequence of the above observations, in this paper we introduce a nonlocal director 
model for nematic non-heat conducting liquid crystals. In doing this, the local balance 
equations of Ericksen and Leslie are generalized to the contributions of non local residuals. 
These are: conservation of mass, balance of linear and angular m omenta, conservation 
of energy and entropy inequality. Furthermore, a set of nonlinear and linear constitutive 
equations satisfying certain symmetry requirements are derived and several special cases 
are discussed. Finally, to illustrate the theory the problem of shear flow of nematic liquid 
crystals is studied. 

2. Kinematics 

We consider the motion of a continuum consisting of rod-like molecules (particles). 
Referred to the same set of fixed Cartesian axes, the position X; and the orientation d;, 
at time t, of a particle which is initially at X1 with the relative orientation D;, are given by 

(2.1) x 1 = x 1(Xk, t), d1 = d1(Xk, t). 

The components of the macro-velocity V; and the director velocity W; of a particle are 
defined by 

(2.2) D 
w, = Dtd, 

where the operator DD = ~ +vk ':lo is used to denote the material time derivative. 
t ut uxk 

Adopting the notation used by LESLIE [8] and ERICKSEN [5], we define the following quan
tities: 

(2.3) 
N 1 = w1-w1"d", Nu= w1,1 -w,kdk.J· 

We now consider the motions of the continuum which differ from 
Eq. (2.1) only by superposed rigid body motions, 

(2.4) 
xT(t) = Qu(t)xJ(t) -c1(t), 

d1*(t) = Qu(t)dJ(t), 

that given by 
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A NONLOCAL THEORY FOR NEMATIC UQUID CRYSTALS 215 

where Qu(t) is a proper orthogonal tensor function of time t. The associated quantities 
defined in Eq. (2.3) will be denoted by the same symbol with an asterisk above. One 
can readily show that 

D0 = Q,"Qi,D"" wt = Q,"Q1,w"'+D11 , 
(2.5) 

N.* = Q,N, , N;~ = Q,"Ql,N"', Q11 = Q,m D~:m . 
Thus it is seen that Du, N; and Nu are form invariant under the motions (2.4) of the 
spatial frame of reference but not w;i. 

3. Conservation laws and entropy inequality 

In order to describe the nonlocal dynamical behaviour of liquid crystals, we adopt 
the conservation laws proposed by ERICKSEN [5] with proper modifications. For com
pleteness of the subject a brief outline of the derivation of the conservation laws is given 
below. 

For a material volume V bounded by a surface A, we assume that 

(3.1) ~~ f e({v,v,+ ~ Jw,w1+U)dv = f e(r+F1v1+G1w1)dV 
V V 

+ J (t1v1+s,w1 -h)dA, 
A 

where e is the mass density, U integral energy per unit mass, r heat supply per unit mass., 
t1 surface force per unit area, s; director surface force per unit area, h the heat flux per 
unit area and time, F; body force per unit mass, G; an intrinsic director body force per 
unit mass, and J the constant microinertia. 

Now consider a motion of the type (2.4) in which 

c1(t) = a,t, Qu = ~IJ' 
where a; is an arbitrary constant vector. Assuming that (!, U, F;, G;, t;, s;, r and h re
main form invariant under such a motion, Eq. (3.1) becomes 

(3.2) ! f e [ ~ (v,+a,)(v,+a,)+ ~ Jw,w,+ u]dv 
V 

= f e[r+F1(v,+a1)+G,w1]dV+ f [t,(v1+a1)+s1w1 -h]dA. 
V A 

Hence, from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that 

(3.3) ~~ f e(v,a,+ ~ a1a1 ) dV = f eF1a1dV + f 11a1dA 
V V A 

and, since a1 is arbitrary, 

(3.4) %r f edV = 0, 
Jl 

! f ev,dV = f eF1dV+ f t1dA. 
Jl y A 
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216 H. DEMIRAY 

Assuming that without loss in generality the mass is locally conserved, from Eqs. (3.4), 
with the usual smoothness assumptions 

(3.5) 

(3.6) J .i,dv = o, 
V 

where ulJ are the components of the stress tensor, n1 is the unit outward normal to the 
surface and Ji is the nonlocal body force (or the rate of nonlocal linear momentum) 
per unit volume. From these equations one sees that the classical linear momentum 
equation for local bodies is generalized to include a term (/,) corresponding to nonlocal 
interactions. 

Introducing Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) into the master equation (3.1), one obtains 

(3.7) J {Jew, ~· +e ~~} dV = J (er+G,w,+J.v,+a11JJ11+a11m11)dV 
V V 

+ J (s1w1-h)dA . 
..4 

Adopting the arguments introduced by LESLIE [8], we may assume that the following 
local equations are valid: 

(3.8) 

where g, is the total intrinsic director body force (both local and nonlocal) and niJ is 
the director stress tensor defined by 

(3.9) s1 = n11 n1 • 

Substituting Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) into Eq. (3. 7), the energy equation becomes 

(3.10) f (! ~~ dV = f (er+j,'V1+g1w1+u11D11+u11w 11+n11 w1,1)dV- f hdA. 
V . V ..4 

Consider a second motion of the type (2.4) in which 

dQIJ -- = au = -a1, 
dt 

c,(t) = 0, Qu(t) = ~'Jt 

where a;i is a constant and skew-symmetric second-order tensor. Assuming that e, U, 
];, g;, a,it n;Jt rand hare form invariant under such a motion, Eq. (3.10) takes the follow
ing form: 

(3.11) f e ~~ dV = J (er+u,1D11+n1,N11 +j,'V,+g,N,)dV- .r hdA 
V V ..4 

+ J w11(u11 +g1 d1 +n~c1 d1,~c)dV+atJ J (u11 +g1 d1 +n~c1 d1,~c+.i,x1)dV. 
V V 
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Equation (3.11) must be valid for all arbitrary variations of aii· Thus we must have 

(3.12) 

such that 

(3.13) f (Ri}-R11)dV = o, 
V 

where Rii is the rate of the nonlocal generalized momentum residual tensor. Introduction 
of Eq. (3.12) into Eq. (3.11) yields 

(3.14) f e~~ dV = f (er+ai1Dt1 +n11NiJ+ftv,+g1N1+Puw11 -q1,1)dV, 
V V 

where the heat flux vector qi and the tensor Pii are defined by 

(3.15) h = q1n1, PtJ = RIJ-x,£. 
Hence, from Eq. (3.14) the localized form of the energy equation follows: 

DU " A A 

(3.16) e Dt = er+aJ,Du+nj,NIJ+f,v,+g,N,+PjtWlj-ql,l+e. 

Here e is the nonlocal energy residual and subject to 

(3.17) 

In conjunction with the above conservation laws we consider an entropy inequality 
of the form 

(3.18) :t J eSdV- J ~ dV+ J ( ~ )n,dA;;. 0. 
V V A 

Here S is the entropy per unit mass, T is the absolute temperature. Then the localized 
form of the entropy inequality reads 

(3.19) DS er q,,, q, T,, A 0 
e Dt -y+T-Tl+n';:!; ' 

where n is the rate of the nonlocal entropy residual and subject to 

(3.20) 

Introducing Helmholtz free energy F 

(3.21) F=: U-TS 

with the aid of Eq. (3.16), the inequality becomes 

"' A q, T' ( DF DT) ( " ") 0 (3.22) a11 DtJ+n11N,1 +fiv1+g1N,+P1,wtJ-T -e Dt +S Dt + Tn+e ';:!; . 

This inequality must be valid for all independent processes. 

4 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 2/80 
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218 H. DEMIRAY 

4. Constitutive equations 

For nonlocal nematic liquid crystals adopting the principle of equipresence [24] we 
assume that the constitutive dependent variables 

(4.1) 

at any particle x at time t are all single-valued functions of (I) 

(4.2) (!, T, d, d1,1 , w, v,, v1,b T,, x, 
and single-valued functionals in 

(4.3) 

Equivalently, from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) they are functions, or functionals, in the follow
ing quantities: 

(4.4) 
(!, T, d,~ d,,b N,, D1b T,, 

e', T',di,di,1 ,Ni,D~1 , r:,,D~1 ,w~,r;, 

where Dlh wi and ri are defined by 

(4.5) 

It can easily be shown that the above quantities are objective under orthogonal trans
formation of the spatial frame of reference. Thus the general functional form of a de
pendent variable reads 

(4.6) F = F(e, T, d, d,,i' N, D11 , T,,; e', T', d~, d;,1 , NI, D~b r:,, .0~1 , wi, r;). 

We are here primarily concerned with liquid crystals of the nematic type. Hence, 
following FRANK [4] we assume that the constitutive functionals are invariant under 
reflections through planes containing the director. This excludes the liquid crystals of 
the cholesteric type. However, the implication of this assumption is that our constitutive 
functionals become locally isotropic rather than hemitropic, i.e. Eq. (4.5) holds for both 
proper and improper orthogonal tensors. Also, we assume that di and - d1 are physically 
indistinguishable and thus 

(4.7) 

if 

F~ -F, 

g, ~ -g, 

S ~ -S, q1 ~ -q,, aiJ ~ -a11 , 

J, ~ -i, fil} ~ -.PI}, e ~ -e, " " n~ -n, 

(4.8) d1 ~ -d, d11 ~ -d1,Jt N1 ~ -N11 , N1,1 ~ -N11 • 

These constitutive equations are further restricted by the principle of entropy in
equality. If one takes the material derivative of Eq. (4.6) and substitute it into Eq. (3.22), 
the first implication of the second law of thermodynamics is(l) 

(4.9) F = F(e, T, d1, d1,1; e', T', d;, d;,j) rD. 
(1) In general, one should also include w1,1 as an independent constitutive variable. Following Leslie, 

we have not included this term which characterizes the directorial viscosity. 
( 2) In its complete generality the function F depends on DIJ, D;J. N,J. N;Jo N,, N;, n;J and w; in 

a special way, e.g. 

aF f ( ~F) 
aA., + A. fl ~A~, *dV' = 0, 
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A NONLOCAL THEORY FOR NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS 219 

Noting that F is a functional in the primed quantities, the material time derivative of 
Eq. (4.9) may be given by (cf. Demiray [23]) 

(4.10) 
oF oF DT oF oF 

F = -e oe v"·"+ oT Dt + od, (N;+w,"d")+ od,,J (N11 -d1,"D"1 

~F (N 1 d 1 Dl I d 1 
I d 1 

) ~F ( I ] I + ~d~ 
1 

iJ- i,k ti+w;" k,i+wi" i,k + ~r! V; -v1) dV, 
I, I 

where we have used the following relations: 

(4.11) 
D 
Dt- = -ev"·"· 

Here the symbol ~F/ ~( )' is used to denote the Frechet gradient ofF with respect to that 
of associated quantity. 

Introducing the following abbreviated notations 

_ 2 oF oF oF oF 
n = (! Tn ' ?] = aT ' (]I = (! od, ' K,J = e od. ' 

t: J,l 

4 2) I I ~F I ~F I ~F I ~F 
( .I n = (! (! ~n1 ' ?] = ~T1 ' U; = (! ~d,~ ' KiJ = (! ~d1• ' 

t: J,l 

I ~F 
T; := (!~ 

ur; 

into Eq. (4.10), we have 

(4.13) n DT I I 
F = - e vk,t + ?J Dt + e u,(N; +wu:da:) + e K11(Nu -d;,"D"1 

+w,.d,,1+w1,d1,J+~ J[- ~ v!,,+1J'+ai(Ni+w;,dl) 
y 

+ Kj,(Ni1 -di.,Di1 +wi,d0,1+wj,d! ,,) + T;(v; -v1)] dV'. 

The requirement that F is form invariant under rigid body rotation implies that the tensor 

(4.14) 

where 

(4.I5) 

T,i = u1d1+K1"d",1+K"1d1,k+ J T~1dV1 , 
y 

where At, (or A~,) represents one of the above variables on which F depends. But it is rather difficult to 
find the solution for F that satisfies the foregoing functional equation. One of the solutions of this equa· 
tion is that F is independent of these variables, such as Eq. (4.9) . 

... 
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220 H. DEMIRAY 

should be symmetric in its in~ices (i,j). Substituting Eq. (4.13) into Eq. (3.22), then 
integrating the result over the Volume of the body and using the condition (3.17), one 
obtains · 

+ (n1,-K1,- I Ki~dv')+(g,-0',-- J O'jdv')Ni+ [i- J (-rf--r,)dv']v, 
V V V 

+[P1,-dJ(O',+ I O'fdv')-dJ,k(Kkt+ I Klidv')-(K,k+ J KitdV')dk.1]wij 
V V ' V 

where the starred quantities ( )* indicate the conjugate functions obtained from the 
original functions by interchanging the primed and unprimed variables, i.e. 

(4.17) [G(X', X)]* = G(X, X'). 

This inequality must be valid for all arbitrary variations of independent constitutive 
variables. For the sake of simplicity, in the subsequent analysis we write 

(-:J.l8) 

where 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

O'tJ = O'fi+O'B, n,J = nfi+n8, Pu = Pfi+p8, 

j, =it+if, g, = gf+gf, 

O'fi = - (n + J n*dV') ll,1 -nfkdk,J' 
V 

nfi = KiJ+ f KudV', 
V 

.... 

Pfr = d, gj + d,,knki + njk dk,t, 

it= f c -rr --r;)dv', 
. V 

g'[ = a1 + J O'idV' 
T• 

are respectively the elastic (or reversible) part of the stress tensor, the director stress 
tensor, the rate of nonlocal generalized momentum residual, nonlocal body force residual, 
and the intrinsic director body force. The attached letter (D) is used to indicate the ir
reversible parts of the corresponding quantities. 

Substituting Eqs. (4.19)-(4.23) into Eq. (4.16) and noting that the resulting inequality 

. li . DT d N b . ts near m Dt an ii' we o tam 

(4.25) S = -rJ- _I_ I rJ*dV', n8 = 0. 
(! V 
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The remaining parts of the inequality (4.16) take the following form: 

(4.25)' J ( uf,DIJ+f.vv,+gfN,+i'f;w"+Tii- q'{·•)dv ~ 0. 

If the heat conduction is neglected, i.e. T = T(t) for all X' E B, from Eq. (4.25) one has 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

q, = 0, 

The irreversible parts are ,subjected to the following restrictions: 

(4.28) ,..D _ ;D _ ,.D - p"D - 0 
UiJ = Ji = oi = ii = , when D11 = Nii = N 1 = v1 = wii = 0. 

Furthermore, as can be seen from Eq. (4.25), when Dii = Nii = Nt = 0, i.e. the body 
undergoes rigid body motions, we must have 

(4.29) j _/;~dV = 0, J (R~-RB}dv = o. 
V V 

Since R'{j and i~ are independent of D1i, Nu and Nh from Eq. (3.6), (3.13) and (4.29) 
it follows that 

(4.30) 

where 

(4.31) 

j (Rfi-Rjt)dV = 0, 
V 

Rfj = x, J ('r:; --rj)dV' +d,gj+dt,lc:Tt%j+:rtjt;dlc,l• 
V 

If Eqs. (4.10) and (4.18}-(4.26) are substituted into Eq. (3.22), this yields 

(4.32) 

where 

(4.33) £ = Tn+e, f edv = o; 
V 

(4.34) E: J [ ( -n*v.,.+,'vt.J+( -~~d,,,D11 +Kj,dl,Di1) + (K1~N"-Kj,Nj1) 
V 

It is seen from Eq. (4.34) that E has the property of nonlocal residuals of a scalar nature, 
viz. the integral of E over the volume of the body vanishes. The requirement that E 
should be form invariant under rigid body motions implies that the tensor 

(4.35) EtJ = j (-r1j--ri1)dV' 
y 
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must be symmetric with respect to its indices (i ,j). At this point it might be pertinent 
to introduce 

(4.36) 

where £D satisfies the condition (3.17), and will be termed as the irreversible part of the 
nonlocal energy residual. Substituting Eq. (4.36) into Eq. (4.32), there follows the en
tropy inequality governing the irreversible part of the constitutive relations 

(4.37) O'f,DJt+fi'Dfl,+gfN,+P):w,J+ £D;;?: 0. 

Furthermore, assuming that £» is objective and requiring that the entropy inequality is 
form invariant under all arbitrary motions of the spatial frame of reference, we obtain 

(4.38) D "'D-fi = 0, P11 = 0. 

Hence Eq. (4.37) becomes 

(4.39) O'ftDIJ+gfN,+eD;;?: 0. 

Since we have assumed that the temperature is space-uniform, without loss in generality, 
we may set £D = 0. Then the simplified form of entropy inequality takes the following 
form: 

(4.40) 

From this inequality we may conclude that 

(4.41) O'fl = gf = 0, when DIJ = N1 = 0. 

These restrictions will be used as we formulate the linear constitutive equations. 

5. Incompressible liquid with director of constant magnitude 

In the liquid crystal theory it is generally assumed that the fluid is incompressible 
and the director rotates about its center of gravity without changing its magnitude. When 
the director is constrained to be of fixed length, it is convenient to absorb its magnitude 
into other fluid properties and to consider the vector d; as a unit vector. In this particular 
case the following relations are valid: 

(5.1) 
d,d, = 1' d,d,,J = 0, 

d1N1 = 0, d1NIJ+N1d1,1 = 0, 

(5.2) flt,l = 0 (incompressibility). 

Due to the relations (5.1)1 and (5.2), the free energy F can be replaced by 

(5.3) F-+ F+ ~ +(e-eo)+L(d,d,-1)+ p1 d,d,.b 
eo (! (!o 

. where eo is the constant fluid mass density, p is the hydrostatic pressure, and y and p, 
are the arbitrary scalar and vector. These quantities are to be determined from the field 
equations and the boundary conditions. 
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If Eq. (5.3) is substituted into Eq. (4.6) and noting that F is independent of(! and 
the magnitude of d1, after some manipulations we obtain 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

nfJ = K,J + f K1jdV, 
V 

e d p d + "e "i - J *dV' g, = Y t+ J 1,1 g,, Ke = u,+ u, , 
V 

ft = f (-rt--r~)dV', 
V 

Here p, y and {J, are, in general, functions of x but functionals in x'. However, to simplify 
the problem, in the rest of the study, we will assume that these quantities are only func
tions of x and t. 

Thus far we have kept the generality of the problem and assumed that F is an arbitrary 
but continuous functional in d~, d{,J and r; (assuming that e = T = constant). For the 
purpose of simplifying the problem further we assume that F is given by 

(5.9) eoF = f 1p(d,, d1•1; a;, d; ,1, rDdV', 
V 

where "P is a continuous function of the primed quantities as well as unprimed ones. 
Introducing Eq. (5.9) into Eqs. (5.4)-(5.8) we obtain 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.1 2) 

(5.13) J/ =foE dV' 
e or; ' 

V 

(5.14) 

where 

(5.15) E:: "P+"P*· 

Here we note that, because of the particular form we have selected for the free energy 
functional, the Frechet gradients of F are simply replaced by the ordinary partial de
rivatives of "P· 
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224 H. DEMIRAY 

6. Quasi-linear theory of nonlocal nematic liquid crystals 

In this section we will develop a set of constitutive equations that is linear in di.i, 
D~1 , .Q~1 and N[ but an arbitrary function of db df and r;. To this end we assume that 
the function I may be expressed as 

(6.1) 

where 

(6.2) 

In general, the functions E0 and c;i"' depend upon r~ rather than on s', but for iso
tropic materials such an assumption is permissible on the grounds that the orientational 
dependence of liquid crystals is characterized by the vector d1 (or d;), not by r; . Further
more, as stated by OsEEN [2] and FRANK [4], only the splay, bending and twist (in general 
the gradient of d1) of far-distant thread-like particles, but not the relative rotation of 
them, affect the behaviour of a particle considered. This statement is tantamount to the 
assumption that E0 and c;111 are of the form 

(6.3) 

Introducing Eq. (6.1) into Eqs. (5.10}-(5.14), the constitutive equations read 

(6.4) 9tfJ = J C}uzd~,,dV', 
y 

(6.5) e .1 ~<e d 
Uti = -pull -nil k,b 

(6.6) ~<e = f oEo dV' 
g, ad ' 

y ' 

(6.7) /"e 2 J[ ol: ac~"'" d d' ] 'd , 
1 = - os' + ~ '"·" "·' r1 V , 

y 

(6.8) 

From Eqs. (4.40) and (4.41) the reversible part of the constitutive equation reads 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

ofJ = f (EI1uD1,+F!1tN~)dV', E;1t, = 1:;1,1, 
y 

gf = J (a~J Nj+ cx~f,D~1)dV', a~l1 = a;,~, 
y 

where E;1~c 1 , Fl11 , a;f and a;t, are functions of dl, and s'. 
The constitutive equations are further restricted by the axiom of objectivity. This 

axiom states that the constitutive functionals of nematic liquid crystals are form in
variant under a full group of orthogonal transformation of the spatial frame of references, 
e.g. 

(6.11) 
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where 

Q,,.QJm = Q,.,Q,.J = ~'J' detQ = =tl. 

Similar forms are valid for other dependent variables provided that their vectorial and 
scalar character are taken into account. 

Applying this principle to Eq. (6.1}-(6.10) and noting that d1d1 = 1, the following 
appropriate relations are obtained: 

(6.12) ~o = ~o(s1), 

(6.13) c;l"' = ~~ ~~) ~"' + ~; ~'" ~1, + ~; ~~~ ~i" + ~; ~,"d}d; + ~~ ~l"d; d[ + ~~ ~ud,db 

(6.14) r;)kl = ~ p;(~,k~)l+~ll~Jk)+ ~ p;(~u,d}d! +~ud}di)+ ~ p;(~jkdid[ 
+~Jldidi)+fl~didjdid[' 

(6.15) F;," = f{ ~udf + J; ~J"d;, 

(6.16) ~;)k = ~ y~(~f)dt+ ~,"dj), 
( 6.17) ~~J = c~ ~~b 
where IX~, IX~, ... , c~ and c~ are all functions of S

1 = lr112 • Here one must note that F 
when di -+ Di (where Di is the initial v~ue of d~, d1,1 -+ 0, Du -+ 0, Nii -+ 0, and Ni -+ 0, 
the constitutive variables n,1, uu, g, Pu and h must vanish. From Eqs. (6.4}-(6.8) this 
argument implies that 

(6.19) J iJ~o 1dV1 = 0 iJsl r, . 
y 

This is possible if and only if 

(6.19)' ~0(s') = ~0 = constant. 

Thus, substituting Eqs. (6.12}-(6.17) into Eqs. (6.1}-(6.10), the linearized form of the 
constitutive relations follows: 

(6.20) E = E0 +r:x.~d,,,d~,,.+r:x.~d"·'d~.l+~;dud1.,+~;d"·'dt, djd; 

+ r:J.~d,,kdt,ld; d[ + ~;d,,Jd; dj d~,,., 

(6 21) "e f ( 1 d 1 
.ll 

1 d 1 1 d 1 1 d' d'd' 1 d' d'd' 1 d' d'd')dV' · nii = ~o ,.,,.uiJ+~l j,1+~2 i,J+~3 i,l i 1+~4 J,l 1 ,+r:x.s .,.,.,. i i ' 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

y 

ufi = -p~,J, 
ir = o, i, = o, 

A 

P[j = 0, 

(6.24) at= f (fl~D~1 +{J;Di1 d{ d}+{J;d; Dj,d[ +fl~d; d}Dt,dtd[ +ftNi d} +J;diN})dV', 
y 

(6.25) gf = f (c~Ni +y~Di"di)dV'. 
y 

It might easily be seen that the condition (4.30h is spontaneously satisfied by Eq. (6.23)3. 
Moreover, Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25) are further restricted by the principle of objectivity and 
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the condition (3.13). However, because of the simplifying assumptions we have made at 
the outset of linear constitutive relations, the condition (3.13) is not exactly satisfied. In 
order to fulfill this requirement approximately, we must have 

(6.26) 

The constitutive equations (6.24) and (6.25) are further restricted by the principle of 
entropy inequality. Substituting these relations into Eq. (4.40), we obtain 

(6.27) j (P~D~1D11 +P;Dj,d{ diDtJ+P;djD~,di Dl}+P~d; djD,1 D~,d~d; 
y 

+J;Njd;DtJ+f~djN;D;1+C~NiN1 +y~D1~cd~N;)dV' ~ 0. 

This inequality must be valid for all arbitrary variations of D;b Dli, N1 and N;. 
Before we proposed further it might be useful to study a special case, namely, the 

local theory of nematic liquid crystals. 

Loc:al theory of nematlc liquid crystals 

To obtain the local constitutive relations of nematic liquid crystals it will be sufficient 
to express the functions characterizing the material properties as 

(6.28) a'(s') = a~(x'-x), 
where a is a constant characterizing the material properties and ~(x' -x) is a Dirac delta 
function. 

Introducing Eq. (6.28) into Eqs. (6.20)-(6.25) the following linearized local constitu
tive equations are obtained: 

(6.29) F = rxodr,rdm,m+ r:x.t d~c,zd~c.z + rx2d1c, dr,~c+ r:x3d~c,Jd"·1d,d1 , 

(6.30) nfj = r:t.odm,m ~I}+ rxl d},t+ rx2dt,J+ rx3dl,ldldj, 

(6.31) ufJ = -p~,h 

(6.32) u8 = PtDtJ+P2DudrdJ+P3dtDJzdz+P4dtdJDud~cdz+ftN,dJ+f2d,Nlt 

(6.33) gf = coN,+yoD,"d". 

These equations are exactly the same as those given by LESLIE [5]. This consistency provides 
us with a check-up about the completeness of the theory. 

Field equations 

The field equations governing the nonlocal mechanical behaviour of nematic liquid 
crystals may be obtained by substituting Eqs. (6.21)-(6.25) into the balance laws (3.5h 
and (3.8). If this is done, the following integro~differential equations are obtained: 

(6.34) -p,, + f [fJ;Dj,,1 +P;(Dj,d'dD.1+P;(djD;,dD.1 +P~(d)diD~,d~dD.1 
y 

+J.(Njd;),1 +/~(djN;),JldV'- f tj,njdS+e (t.- .Z:,•) = 0, 
A 
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(6.35) (f3J.J -y)dt + f r~~d~.mt+ (l~ d;,jj+ rx~d),ji+ rx;(dj,,dldi),j+ rx~(dl,dl dj),j 
Jl 

+a<;( d~ .• d}d;) .r c~Nj -ro Dl.di]dV'- f PJ,nl dS + e ( G,-j~') = 0, 
A 

where t;i and P;i are defined by 

(6.36) t;i = {3~DI1 +{3~D;,d; d) +{3;d; Dj,d; +f3~d; dj D~,d~d; +ftNid}+f~diN}, 

(6.37) P;i = rxod~.m dtJ+ ~~ d),t+ rx~dl ,1 +rx;d~. 1 djd; + ~~d),,d; dl + rx~d~.mdld). 
Here, in obtaining Eqs. (6.34) and (6.35) we have used the following relation: 

aa~ aa~ 1 1 1 -a-= --a 1 ' Qm = (rxj,f3j .,,) 
x1 xi 

and the generalized Green-Gauss theorem to convert some volume integrals into sur
face integrals. It is interesting to note that the field equations (6.34) and (6.35) contain 
some surface integral term which represents the effect of surface tension and has no 
counterpart in the local theory of nematic liquid crystals. These field equations and the 
constitutive relations provide us with sufficient relations to describe the nonlocal mechanical 
behaviour of liquid crystals completely. In the next section we will study the solution 
of the shear flow problem in nematic liquid crystals. 

We finally remark that the influence functions o:;, /31 and y; are restricted by the 
axiom of attenuating neighbourhood (cf. ERINGEN [24]). This axiom is a strong continuity 
requirement arising from the fact that the nonlocal effects diminish rapidly with the 
distance, e.g. the intermolecular forces are known to die out with distance rapidly. This 
can be achieved by taking 

(6.38) lim s1f2 +e[rx;(s1
), {3j(s 1

), yk(s 1
)] = 0, e > 0. 

f.t'-+0 

In practice we may select a functional form such as 

(6.39) (rx;, /31. y;) = (rx?. /3?. y?) ~ exp( -S
1 fx). 

Here we note that the parameter x represents the range of nonlocality. It can easily be 
shown that as x -+ 0 the following relation is valid: 

(6.40) lim {_!_ exp( -S
1 fx)} -+ c5(s1

). 

K-+0 X 

Using this property of influence functions in the limit of x -+ 0, one can easily obtain 
the classical local theory of liquid crystals. 

7. Shear ftow 

The purpose of this section is to investigate the shear flow of an incompressible liquid 
crystal of the nematic type. Assuming that the body forces vanish, the velocity and director 
fields may be expressed as 

Vx = u(y), 

dx = cosO(y), d1 = sinO(y), dz = 0. 
(7.1) 

V 1 = Vz = 0, 
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The statement of the balance equations (6.21) to (6.25) in the Cartesian coordinate system 
reads 

OC1yx Bp - 0 a ap = o, (7.2) -ay- ax - ' ay {C1yy) = o, az 

(7.3) 
a 

ay .1tyx+ gx = 0, 
a 

ay .nn+ gy = o. 

From Eqs. (7.2) it follows that 

(7.4) C1yx = ay+c, p = p0 +ax+un, 

where a, c andp0 are arbitrary constants and Uyy is the pressureless part of the correspond
ing stress components which can be derived from constitutive relations. Here we note 
that the constant a stands for the magnitude of the pressure gradient along the x axis. 
Assuming that, for the time being, the pressure gradient is zero, that is a = 0, Eqs. (7.4) 
become 

(7.5) C1yx = C, P = Po+un. 

From Eqs. (6.24) and (7.5)1 , we obtain 
h 

JK(y' ') du' d ' -y;y ([' y =C, 
0 y 

(7.6) 

where P~ , {J; , ... , f:., /J and K(y'- y, y) are defined by 

00 

({J; ,f/) (y' - Y) = J (p; ,f)) dx' dy', 
-oo 

(7.7) 
1 - - -

K(y' -y; y') = 2 [,8~ +(P;+f;)cos28'(y') 

+ (iJ; + /~)sin28'(y')]+ p~sin28'(y')cos 28(y') 

and h represents the depth of the upper surface of the liquid body. 
Mter some elimination Eqs. (7.3) reduce to 

(7.8) 

h 

f { H(O'. 0) d2()' oH(()'; ()) ( dO' )2 
' dy' 2 + ao' dy' 

0 

--} :: [c~cos(O' -O)+r~cos(O' +0))} dy' = 0, 

where H(O', 0) is defined by 

(7.9) H'(O'; 0) = (i~+cx;)cosO'cosO+Ci~cos(O' -0) 

+(a;+ ~~)cos8'sin8'sin(O' -0) + ~~sin20'cos(O' -8). 

Here a~, a;, ... , a; are defined in a similar fashion to quantities in Eq. (7 .6)1 • 

Equations (7.6) and (7.8) give the complete set of integro-differential equations for 
determining the functions() and u, provided that a set of properly posed boundary condi
tions is given. 
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Flow near a boundary 

We look for a solution of the set (7.6) satisfying the boundary conditions 

(7.1 0) 
u(O) = 0, 0(0) = 01 , 

O(y)--+ 00 , y--+ oo(h--+ oo), 

where 00 and 01 are given constants having values between zero and 2n. 
Selecting h to be infinite and integrating Eqs. (7 .6) and (7 .8) and noting the relation 

(6.39), we obtain 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

where 

(7.13) 

00 

H(01 , O)x1 + J [c~cos(O' -O)+y~cos(O' +0)] ~u: dy' = 0, 
0 y 

00 

J G(y' -y; y')u(y')dy' = -c, 
0 

G(y' -y; y') = oK(y~;,y; y') ' 

x. = 2!!!1 
dy 1 = 0 

Here x1 is another constant of integration and should be determined from the boundary 
conditions (7 .1 0). 

Equations (7.11) and (7.12) give two integro-differential equations for the determina
tion of 0' and u'. As is seen, these equations are linear in u' but highly nonlinear in 0' 
and they cannot be solved by analytical means. A numerical technique must be made 
use of. 

Flow between parallel plates 

We now look for a solution of Eqs. (7.6) and (7.8) satisfying the boundary conditions 

(7.14) u( -h) = 0, u(h) = V, 0( -h) = O(h) = 0, 

where h and V are constants. This boundary condition corresponds to a flow between 
two parallel plates at a constant distant 2h apart, one of which is at rest and the other 
moving with uniform velocity V. The orientation at the walls has been set equal to zero, 
so that the directors are parallel to the plates at the boundaries. As indicated by LESLm 
[5], this is a possible boundary condition for the flow of liquid crystals of the nematic 
type. In view of the condition (7.14)3 , it is reasonable to assume that 

(7.15) 0( -y) = O(y), dO I = 0 
dy y = 0 • 
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In this case from Eqs. (7.2) the governing integro-differential equations read 
h 

(7.16) f du' 
K(y' -y; y')(i'dy' = c, 

-h y 

h 

f { , . d20' fJH(O'; fJ) ( dfJ' )
2 

1 du' , , 
H(O ,0)(['2+ f)()' d' - 2 ([' [c0 cos(O -0) 

-h y y y 
(7.17) 

Integration of these equations gives 
h 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

where 

j G(y' -y; y')u'(y')dy' = K(h -y; h) V -c, 
-h 

h 

J [c~cos(O' -O)+y~cos(O' +0)] ~u: dy' = H1 (0)x1 , 

-h y 

(7.20) H1 (fJ) = (a~+ a~+ a;)l~ 11cosfJ 

+r~cos(O' +6)] }dy' = 0. 

and K 1 = ~~' _ • which must be determined from the conditions (7.15). These two 

relations again give two nonhomogeneous integro-differential equations for u' and fJ'. It 
is extremely difficult to solve these equations by analytical means. A numerical technique 
must rather be used. To make the paper short we will not discuss the solution technique 
here. A separate paper is planned for the method of solving these integro-differential 
equations. 
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